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1 Introduction

The groundbreaking observations of binary black hole collisions by Advanced LIGO

(aLIGO) have ushered in a new era of gravitational wave astronomy [1–3]. The gravi-

tational wave signal emitted from the inspiral, coalescence, and ringdown of two black

holes permits direct observation of extreme physics in the near-horizon region. Even the

few observations to date contain a wealth of information which can be used to test proposed

modifications to the conventional general relativistic picture of a black hole [4].

The semi-classical description of black hole collapse and evaporation leads to the in-

formation paradox, whose resolution has motivated proposals for radically new physics

(see [5] and [6] for two recent reviews). If information is not irrevocably lost but somehow

emerges from behind the horizon, the traditional description in terms of local quantum

field theory on a semi-classical geometry must be modified, and not just by small, subtle

effects [7–9]. A number of such drastic resolutions have been suggested; for example, the

locally harmless horizon could be replaced with a hard and deadly firewall [8] or the entire

black hole geometry might be replaced by a non-geometric fuzzball [9].

The nonviolent nonlocality proposal [10–15] (also [16]), by contrast, does not eliminate

the event horizon. Local low-energy quantum field theory outside the horizon is supple-

mented by nonlocal couplings with degrees of freedom inside the black hole, leading to soft

quantum metric fluctuations whose wavelengths are not set by the Planck scale but instead

by the much larger Schwarzschild radius. According the strong version of the proposal,

these are unit-size fluctuations in order to allow information to escape at the necessary rate.

These types of significant modifications to the standard black hole picture might be

expected to have observable consequences. Much of the recent focus has been on the

prospects for imaging the supermassive black hole Sagittarius A* using the Event Horizon

Telescope [13, 17]. High-precision timing measurements from a suitable pulsar-black hole

binary could also detect large-amplitude quantum fluctuations [18].

However, the gravitational wave signal from a black hole binary merger is currently the

most promising venue in which to hunt for signs of new physics and to constrain deviations
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from general relativity (GR). Several recent attempts have been made to model the gravita-

tional wave predictions of various alternative theories (e.g. [19, 20]). One approach [21–24]

is to replace the black hole with an object nearly as compact, a so-called “exotic compact

object” and explore any observational differences due solely to the removal of the horizon.

In [25], the horizon was replaced with a reflecting boundary as a proxy for a firewall and

faint echoes of the original signal were reported in the late stages of the ringdown.1

It should be noted that the requirement that the quantum fluctuations have order-one

amplitudes has recently been questioned [15]. In this weaker version of the proposal, the

fluctuations of the geometry may be exponentially suppressed, rendering any astrophysical

signals completely unobservable.

In this paper, we focus on the original, stronger nonviolent nonlocality proposal and

analyze the resulting modifications to the binary black hole merger signal. We numerically

evolve the Einstein equations for two equal-mass black holes, colliding them both head-on

and in a quasi-circular inspiral, implementing the quantum effects as Schwarzschild-scale

metric fluctuations, supported within roughly a Schwarzschild radius of the horizon. We

vary the both the amplitude and frequency of the metric fluctuations.

In anticipating the observational effect of the nonviolent nonlocality scenario, we should

emphasize (as noted by [14]) that the proposed quantum fluctuations occur near the hori-

zon, and so the metric well outside the black hole might be expected to resemble that of a

standard black hole without such fluctuations. Similarly, the spacetime outside a neutron

star is the same as that of a black hole of equal mass. Of course, the neutron star lacks the

black hole’s horizon, but this difference is relatively unimportant in a well separated binary

system. The distinction between black hole and neutron star binaries only becomes appar-

ent when the constituents are sufficiently close that the structure of the objects begins to

affect the dynamics.2 Because the modifications in the nonviolent nonlocality scenario are

confined to the near-horizon region, this analogy with a neutron start suggests that the

nonviolent nonlocality proposal would also have minimal dynamical implications until just

before the merger. However, the numerical results we present below suggest otherwise.

We find that the fluctuations yield significant deviations from the baseline GR signal.

Within the frequency band where aLIGO is sensitive, we calculate the overlap between

the merger waveform derived from GR and the one arising when the metric fluctuations

are present. Our results imply that the strong version of the nonviolent nonlocality pro-

posal produces potentially observable effects for nominal choices of parameters. However,

deviations due to the fluctuations could conceivably be mimicked by changes in other pa-

rameters, such as black hole masses or spins. Extensive further numerical studies would

be needed to definitively rule out this possibility.

Contrary to the expectations of [14], which argued that the effects of quantum fluctu-

ations would appear only in the very late inspiral and merger process, we find these effects

are already present during the early inspiral phase. This suggests that the impact of the

fluctuations radiates beyond their near-horizon region of support in a manner very different

from a firewall or other exotic compact object.

1These claims have been controversial; see [26–29].
2See Damour’s “effacement theorem” [30].
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2 Numerical system

We begin with an existing code which makes use of the BSSN formulation [31, 32] to

implement the Einstein equations. This code has been tested without the fluctuations

described here extensively and used to study a number of different phenomena [33–35]. In

this approach, the spacetime metric is written as

ds2 = −α2 dt2 + γij
(
dxi + βi dt

) (
dxj + βj dt

)
, (2.1)

with α the lapse function and βi the shift vector. Specifically, we express the Einstein

equations in terms of the BSSN-NOK formalism [31, 32, 36, 37]. In this formulation, the

metric on spatial hypersurfaces γij is expressed in terms of a conformal factor χ and a

conformally flat metric γ̃ij as

γij =
1

χ
γ̃ij , χ = (det γij)

−1/3 (2.2)

such that det γ̃ij = 1.

The initial data consists of the superposition of two equal-mass black holes (for de-

tails, see [38]).3 We consider two types of initial momenta: the black holes boosted directly

toward each other leading to a head-on collision, and the black holes given opposite trans-

verse boosts to achieve an approximately quasi-circular orbit. We work in units of the total

mass of the system M . Each black hole, therefore, has mass roughly M/2.

We then modify the code to incorporate the metric fluctuations. The nonviolent non-

locality scenario proposes a nonlocal coupling between operators inside the black hole and

the exterior stress tensor [11] which, when integrated out, acts as a quantum source for the

metric. In our code, this effect is represented as a fluctuating classical source perturbing

the metric. Because the source is supported in the near-horizon region, the location of the

source must constantly be updated to track the moving black holes.

We take a simple, somewhat ad hoc implementation which captures the essential

physics. At each step in the numerical integration, we modify by hand the time derivatives

of the diagonal components of the metric4

α̇→ α̇ (1 +H)

˙̃γii → ˙̃γii (1−H) . (2.3)

For the perturbation H, we postulate the following form

H = A exp−(~r−~r1|2)
2
/R2

sin (Ωt) , (2.4)

where A is the amplitude and Ω is the angular frequency. We assume a Gaussian radial

profile of width R centered on the locations of the two black holes. The coordinate location

3Note that these black holes will quickly evolve consistent with the puncture method to have a “trumpet”

topology and thus differ from Schwarzschild black holes; for details, see [38].
4The ±H helps avoid signature changes of the metric as explained in section III of ref. [17].
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of the nearer black hole is denoted by ~r1|2, and we track these locations by monitoring the

minimum values of χ.

The metric perturbation H in the nonviolent nonlocality proposal has an order-one

amplitude, has support within a region roughly a Schwarzschild radius from the horizon,

and has a frequency on the order of the inverse light-crossing time of the black hole.5 As

the exact values of these parameters are not specified by the nonviolent nonlocality model,

we will scan over a range such that: A . 1, R/M ≈ 1, and MΩ ≈ 1.

We adopt a Courant parameter of λ = 0.25 using a self-shadow adaptive mesh method

with seven levels of dynamic refinement achieving a finest resolution of 0.04M .

To extract physical information, we monitor the gravitational Newman-Penrose radia-

tive scalar Ψ4 on spherical shells located in the wave zone (typically with radius 80M). This

quantity is computed by contracting the Weyl tensor with a suitably defined null tetrad,

Ψ4 = Cabcdn
am̄bncm̄d , (2.5)

and accounts for the energy carried off by outgoing waves at infinity.

The strain h(t), which is directly observed by aLIGO, is related to the gravitational

scalar by
d2

dt2
h = Ψ4. (2.6)

3 Results

Despite the ad hoc nature of the modifications, the evolution is well behaved. We compute

the L2-norms of the Hamiltonian constraint and the momentum constraints. The residuals

of the modified and GR evolutions are comparable, suggesting that our numerical scheme

to modify gravity remains reasonable throughout the evolution.

Second, we display in figure 1 the gravitational wave signal due to a head-on col-

lision with quantum fluctuations, computed at two different resolutions, along with the

unmodified GR computation. It seems unlikely, although not impossible, the that added

fluctuations (2.3) can originate from a discretized set of continuum differential equations.

And, if we are not solving a system of differential equations with a unique, continuum

solution, true convergence is not expected.

However, if the results were highly dependent on resolution, it would be difficult to

make predictions. As indicated in the figure the results are, to a good approximation,

independent of resolution.

Head-on collisions provide only a very short time window for quantum fluctuations

to have an effect. However, they do provide a measure of the quasi-normal modes of an

out-of-equilibrium black hole, namely the remnant black hole as it settles to a quiescent

state. As shown in figure 1, compared with the GR computation, the quantum fluctuations

do result in differences in the brief, pre-merger signal, but the ringdown is largely the same

for all the evolutions.

5We work in units where Newton’s constant G = 1. For a black hole of mass M/2, the Schwarzschild

radius is M .
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Figure 1. Signals from a head-on collision for two resolutions. Although not fully converged be-

cause there is no continuum solution, the high- and low-resolution results are very similar, suggesting

the scheme is reasonably well-behaved.

Note that the quantum fluctuations couple only to the dynamics, in that they are

introduced as multiplicative factors to the time derivatives of the metric (2.3). Hence,

after the merger, when the remnant is settling down, the time derivatives become small

and thus so do these modifications. One could alternatively consider some modification

that coupled directly to the metric instead of its time derivatives.

The quasi-circular inspiral is more sensitive to quantum fluctuations than the head-

on collision both because it takes longer for the merger to occur and also because the

breaking of axial symmetry allows more complex motion. It was previously observed with

the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton system studied in [19] that orbital mergers were much more

sensitive probes of deviations from GR than head-on collisions, and we find this to be true

here as well.

In particular, quantum fluctuations in the neighborhood around the black holes in-

troduce eccentricity in the black hole orbits and produce high frequency features in the

gravitational wave signatures.

We present results from orbital coalescences in figures 2 and 3, showing a range of

fluctuation amplitudes A and frequencies Ω, respectively. The three panels in each figure

display the (dominant) l = 2 = m component of the radiative scalar Ψ2,2
4 in the top

panel, the real component of its corresponding wave strain h in the middle panel, and the

angular frequency ω of the binary as a function of time. These figures illustrate significant

differences between the nonviolent nonlocality model and the GR prediction.

In order to visualize the dynamical effects of these modifications, we subtract the GR

solution as a function of time from an evolution with fluctuations. Figure 4 shows this

difference for the conformal factor χ at four different times and illustrates the effect of

the fluctuations. Qualitatively, it indicates that the deviation from GR manifests dynam-

ically as a coherent oscillating wave. During the inspiral, this oscillation appears roughly

quadrupolar. In contrast, after the merger, the amplitude decreases significantly and the

oscillation is primarily monopolar.
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Figure 2. Results for the inspiral and coalescence of two, equal-mass black holes, for varying

amplitudes A of the quantum fluctuations. These runs have MΩ = 0.1 and R0 = 0.3M . The

times and overall phases of the nonviolent nonlocality waveforms have been shifted to maximize

the overlap with the GR waveform. Top: the magnitude of the gravitational wave scalar |rΨ2,2
4 |.

Middle: the real component of the strain h. Bottom: the angular frequency ω of the binary.
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Figure 3. Results of varying the fluctuation frequency Ω for the inspiral and coalescence of two,

equal-mass black holes. These runs have A = 0.5M and R0 = 0.3M . The same quantities as shown

in figure 2 are presented here, and again the times and overall phases of the nonviolent nonlocality

waveforms have been shifted to maximize the overlap with the GR waveform.

4 Observational prospects

We have shown qualitatively in figures 2 and 3 that quantum fluctuations modify the

gravitational wave signal. However, we need to quantify the extent to which these modified

waveforms can be distinguished from the standard GR waveform by a gravitational wave

detector such as aLIGO.
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Figure 4. Difference in the conformal factor χ on the orbital plane between an inspiral with

A = 0.5, R0 = 0.3M , and MΩ = 0.5 and the run without quantum fluctuations. The black hole

binary rotates clockwise and has merged by the final frame shown. The colormap is the same for all

frames and has been chosen to emphasize the far zone. Note the change in character of the far-zone

behavior after the merger, where the difference radiates symmetrically.

In order to assess the observability of the deviation, we compute the overlap between

the perturbed waveforms and the standard GR waveform using methods from [39–41]. For

two gravitational wave signals with strains h1(t) and h2(t), the overlap is given by the

normalized inner product

O(1, 2) = max
〈1|2〉√
〈1|1〉〈2|2〉

(4.1)

maximized over time and phase shifts. In order to take into account the sensitivity of

aLIGO over its bandwidth, we employ a frequency-domain, noise-weighted, inner product

〈1|2〉 = Re

∫ ∞
−∞

h̃1(ω)h̃∗2(ω)

S(ω)
, (4.2)

where h̃1(ω) and h̃2(ω) are the Fourier transforms of h1(t) and h2(t). The integrand is

weighted by the noise profile of aLIGO S(ω), available at [42].6

Because gravitational wave signals scale with the total mass M of the binary pair, we

must specify M in order to determine the overlap across the sensitivity band of aLIGO.

Table 1 presents the overlap O for all of the choices of fluctuation amplitude A and fre-

quency MΩ shown in figures 2 and 3, each for several values of M .

6The LIGO noise profile ranges from 9 Hz to 8192 Hz, so in practice the integral in (4.2) is cut off at

those limits.
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Overlap O for

A MΩ M = 6M� M = 20M� M = 60M�

0.05 0.1 0.997 0.996 0.996

0.1 0.1 0.999 0.999 0.999

0.5 0.1 0.694 0.764 0.827

0.5 0.25 0.757 0.802 0.840

0.5 0.5 0.492 0.599 0.692

0.5 0.75 0.517 0.616 0.702

Table 1. The overlap O between the GR waveform and the perturbed waveforms with amplitudes

A and frequencies MΩ, computed using eq. (4.1).

As would be expected, fluctuations with larger amplitude have smaller overlap with the

GR waveform. Higher frequency fluctuations (at a fixed M) also leads to smaller overlap.

Varying the total mass has a notable effect on the overlap. aLIGO is most sensitive

in a frequency band around 245 Hz, and for M = 60M�, very roughly the total mass of

GW150914 (65M�) and GW170104 (50M�), the power spectrum of the signal is peaked

at frequencies around 50 Hz. Decreasing M shifts the gravitational wave signal toward

higher frequency and better sensitivity. Consequently, overlaps are generally lower for

smaller masses.

With these overlaps computed, we need to establish the threshold at which aLIGO is

able to distinguish the two waveforms. Ref. [41] argues that a mismatchM = 1−O exceed-

ing the inverse square of the signal-to-noise ratio will be observable. The signal to noise

ratio for GW150914 was 24, implying that waveforms with overlap less than 0.998 would be

distinguishable. Here, we will adopt a more conservative standard of O . 0.97 for distin-

guishability, a typical minimum overlap for neighboring points in template banks [43–45],

for which a signal to noise ratio of only 5.8 would be required.

Using this standard, table 1 indicates that nominal amplitudes and frequencies sug-

gested by Giddings could be constrained by observations. Several binary mergers have so

far been detected with no observable deviation from the standard GR waveform. This im-

plies, in principle, these aLIGO observations could set limits on the parameter space of the

nonviolent nonlocality model. However, establishing such a bound will require addressing

several challenges, which we outline below.

5 Discussion

Our results indicate that the near-horizon fluctuations predicted by the strong nonviolent

nonlocality proposal may significantly affect the orbital dynamics of inspiraling black hole

binaries. Unlike the comparison between the geometry of a neutron star and that of a black

hole of identical mass, these modifications to GR are radiative and impact the gravitational

wave signal more when the black holes are well separated than just before they merge. And,

we have furthermore argued that aLIGO can, in principle, observe these effects. We should

note, however, a number of important caveats.

– 8 –
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It is possible that the modifications to the gravitational wave signal resulting from the

quantum fluctuations could alternatively be produced by changing other parameters, such

as the black hole masses, spins, or separation. In this case, even if the fluctuations did

exist, the observed signal would be consistent with unmodified GR describing the inspiral

of some alternate binary system. Conclusively ruling out such possible degeneracies would

require a greatly extended overlap analysis across a range of parameters to determine the

true distinguishability of the nonviolent nonlocality waveforms. Such extensive numerical

computations are beyond the scope of this work; our goal is a proof of principle that

quantum fluctuations yield observable gravitational wave signals.

The nonviolent nonlocality model proposes that the black hole solution is modified

by quantum metric fluctuations but does not provide a consistent dynamical mechanism

to produce them, such as a modification to Einstein’s equation. As a consequence, the

procedure by which the quantum fluctuations are numerically implemented is necessarily

ad hoc, in that no continuum limit is being solved. As a result, alternative implementations

are possible which might predict different or more subtle effects. For example, one could

perturb the GR spacetime directly instead of the time derivatives.

Another alternative implementation could include an ensemble of fluctuations with

different frequencies, which might yield more incoherent quantum effects. In particular,

such a scheme might avoid any peculiarities of a coherent, single-frequency fluctuation in-

teracting with the orbiting system. We have implemented such an ensemble with random

frequencies chosen from a Gaussian distribution about a chosen central value and ampli-

tudes chosen such that the “energies” A2
i Ω

2
i of the fluctuations are also distributed in a

Gaussian manner about a central energy. Furthermore, the amplitudes are rescaled so that

the sum of the fluctuation energies matches the energy of a single mode. One might guess

that these modes might interfere in such a way that their effects would tend to cancel out.

However, early results show a significant effect, so much so that the binary components are

no longer bound and immediately fly apart. Similar behavior was observed for amplitudes

larger than those presented here.

Due to the lack of a continuum limit, numerical effects are not well understood. Al-

though the behavior studied here does not appear sensitive to the resolution, moving away

from the rigorous standard of convergence and consistency leaves room for uncertainty.

Despite these caveats, we argue that the method described here, even if it falls short

of solving a fully nonlinear, consistent set of differential equations, represents a significant

step toward a quantitative, observational test of the strong nonviolent nonlocality model.

In this regard, our results suggest that such near-horizon fluctuations could be constrained

by gravitational wave observations of binary black hole mergers.
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